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Bruce Leslie McLaren’s earliest competitive driving
experiences came at the wheel of a highly modified 1929
Austin Ulster, an open-topped version of Britain’s cheap
and ubiquitous Austin Seven. Spurred on by his father,
Les, a skilled engineer and a keen motorsports
enthusiast, Bruce’s initiation into the relatively small
community of New Zealand and Australian racing drivers
took place at a hillclimb at Muriwai Beach in 1952. It
was about 25 miles from the McLaren family home in
Auckland, and happened to be part of their holiday
home. He had just turned 15.

WILLIAM TAYLOR

P

Bruce spent his early teenage
years building, modifying and
racing the 1929 Austin Seven
Ulster that his father had bought
intending to restore. ‘Pop’
McLaren (standing) and Bruce
proudly show off the contents
of the rapidly expanding family
trophy cabinet.

Working on the Austin’s tiny
4-cylinder 750cc engine gave
Bruce a wealth of engineering
experience that would serve
him well in the years to come.

The Muriwai Beach hillclimb
was the start of a racing career
that would take Bruce McLaren
to a win in the Le Mans 24
Heures, four Grand Prix wins
as well as both Can-Am and
Tasman titles.
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The Ulster had already been in the family for almost three
years, having been acquired by Les, in many pieces, for
$110. He planned to fix it up himself, and turn a quick profit.
Bruce, however, though just 13 at the time, had other plans
for the car and persuaded his father to let him keep it.
Several years later, Bruce remembered his first sight of his
father’s new purchase thus: “I eyed the dilapidated Ulster on
the end of the rope with deep suspicion. Racing car indeed!”

Soon he was embroiled in literally every stage of the car’s
painstaking restoration using secondhand Austin Seven
parts. Though he could not have been aware of the
importance of it at that time, the experience would be a
crucial learning process for the future racecar designer and
builder. And no sooner had he reassembled the car than
Bruce set out to remodel the family garden into a miniature
circuit. That was where he first learned to drive.

He passed his driving test shortly after his 15th birthday,
albeit opting for a more conservative 1949 side-valve Morris
Minor, then soon headed off in the now famous Seven
for the gravel hill at Muriwai Beach. Les McLaren was
hospitalised with a gallstone, but his son had his paternal
warning still ringing in his ears: “If you damage so much as
a mudguard, the Ulster’s gone for good.” As a result, Bruce
admitted many years later, “I forgot to be nervous about my
debut. I took things reasonably, with Pop’s lecture in mind,
as the tail of the little Ulster slid on the loose metal corners
and reached the top in one piece. When all the runs were
over, I learned with some amazement that I had set the
fastest time in the 750cc class.”

While he was learning how to compete at this level, the
Ulster period was of crucial importance to Bruce when it
came to gaining an understanding of the mechanical side
of the sport. As a result, by the early 1950s he was already
a highly capable and ingenious mechanic, something he
ably demonstrated when the Ulster’s cylinder head
eventually cracked. Rescuing a suitable replacement from
a humble 1936 Austin Ruby saloon, he filled the combustion
chambers with bronze which he then expertly ground to the
appropriate shape using a rotary file. Once the engine was
reassembled the Ulster proved good for 87mph, a 20 per
cent improvement on its official quoted maximum of 72mph.

Thereafter such detail improvements came one after another.
Over a three-year period the somewhat skeletal but still
highly effective little car gradually metamorphosed into a
completely different machine from the one Les had handed
over to his teenaged son. New, flatter rear springs dealt with
the problem of oversteer, whilst the front set was turned
upside down to set the car lower to the ground. 16in disc
wheels were fitted up front, and with 17s at the rear in place
of the original 19s. The short tail was extended, twin SU
carburettors replaced the single standard Zenith, and were
fitted to a bespoke manifold which Bruce designed and
fabricated himself.

Throughout this period he and schoolfriend and fellow
Austin pilot Phil Kerr – who had finished second to him at
that hillclimb at Muriwai Beach and would go on to become
joint Managing Director of Bruce’s racing team in England –
were fettling their cars in the McLaren family garage. This
they did very much on their own terms, Les McLaren
reasoning that his son would fare better and learn more if
he was left to work out problems for himself. Shop foreman
Harold Bardsley was generally on hand to offer advice if it
was needed, but mostly the preferred route was to explain
to the youngsters how a job was best done and then leave
them to get on with it.

When Bruce left for England in 1958, and for many years
afterwards, the tired and well-used Ulster languished in
a small museum on New Zealand’s South Island. In 1989,
however, a deal was made with McLaren Group to buy
the car for its collection and, with the help of a friend and
close associate of Bruce’s called Bruce Sutcliffe, and a lot
of detective work, it was finally restored to its present
condition. It now takes its rightful pride of place alongside
its faster and more illustrious successors on the boulevard
at the McLaren Technology Centre in Woking, UK.
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MODEL

TYPE/FORMULA

YEAR OF PRODUCTION

DESIGNER

EXAMPLES BUILT

ENGINE

CUBIC CAPACITY

CARBURATION

POWER OUTPUT

TRANSMISSION

CHASSIS

BODY

FRONT SUSPENSION

REAR SUSPENSION

BRAKES F/R

WHEELS DIAMETER x WIDTH F/R

TYRES F/R

LENGTH

WIDTH OF MONOCOQUE

HEIGHT

WHEELBASE

TRACK F/R

WEIGHT

PRINCIPAL DRIVERS

IDENTIFYING COLOURS

An experimental prototype which was never raced,
the Robin Herd designed McLaren M2A was completed
in September 1965, just seven months after the first
designs had been conceived. Construction on the first
single-seater to bear the McLaren name didn’t begin
until June 1st and took exactly three months.

1965 PROTOTYPE SINGLE SEATER
McLAREN M2A

P

Although the team went to great
lengths to ensure that the press
was kept away, its own
photographer was on hand to
record the M2A test session
(top) at Silverstone. After the
first test at Goodwood the team
realised that the Hewland
gearbox fitted to the car wasn’t
up to transmitting the 350 bhp
given out by the V8 engine and
fitted the stronger ZF unit (left).

After putting in some very fast
laps in the M2A at Silverstone,
Bruce contemplates the future
for his first ‘single seater’ and
the McLaren team’s possible
entry into Formula One.

The M2A was finally caught
on camera by the press at
Zandvoort in Holland. It put in
some seriously quick lap times
which compared favourably with
the lap record held at that time
by Jim Clark’s Lotus.

CHAPTER 01
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McLaren M2A

Single Seater prototype

1965

Bruce McLaren/Robin Herd

1

Oldsmobile/Ford V8

4500/6000cc

Four twin-choke downdraught

350bhp

ZF 4-speed

‘Mallite’ bathtub monocoque, steel bulkheads

Monocoque sides, GRP nose & cockpit surround

Welded cantilever top arm, lower wishbone,

inboard coil spring/damper

Reverse lower wishbone, top link,

twin radius rods, coil spring/damper, anti-roll bar

Outboard Girling discs

13x8.5/13x12in

Firestone

156in - 3962mm

28.5in - 724mm

35in - 998mm

96in - 2438mm

50/52in - 1270/1321mm

1000lb - 450kg

McLaren

Red

Showing a degree of inspired thinking which was to become
something of a trademark, Herd opted to use an innovative
material with which he had become familiar during his time
at Farnborough working on various advanced aerospace
applications. As senior scientific officer for the National Gas
Turbine Establishment, he came upon a product called
Mallite, which consisted of a sheet of endgrain balsa wood
sandwiched between aluminium panels. According to Herd
this was so strong that it could support the weight of a tank
over rough territory.

Once working at McLaren he planned to use glued sheets
of Mallite for the internal and external skins of an entirely
new monocoque chassis, the corner joints being fluid-sealed
and the space within the tub employed for fuel storage,
thereby negating the need for separate internal rubber bags.
Originally the car was designed to accept a de-stroked
4.2-litre Indianapolis Ford V8 engine and to compete in
Formula 1, but in the event it was fitted with yet another
version of the lightweight 4.5-litre Oldsmobile unit. This was
another example of Bruce having to defer politically to the
situation with the Coopers, for whom he was still driving in
F1. Clearly he had his sights set on a different horizon, but
when the M2A was conceived he was obliged to deny any
possible F1 role for it.

After test sessions at both Goodwood and Silverstone,
in October of 1965, Bruce was finally caught by the press
testing the M2A at a windswept Zandvoort circuit in Holland.
Once again strongly denying that Bruce would be driving his
own car in next years Formula One World Championship,
team members made every effort to keep details of the car
from being released. Bruce’s best lap time of 1m 28s
compared favourably with Jim Clark’s F1 lap record from
that year’s Grand Prix of 1m 30s. In the event though, after
covering nearly 2000 miles of testing the car never went
near a Grand Prix meeting and was instead employed as
a high-speed test mule for Firestone.

By March 1967 the car had been fitted with an experimental
strut-mounted rear wing which cut lap times by as much
as three seconds at Zandvoort. In Doug Nye’s seminal
book, ‘McLAREN The Grand Prix, Can-Am and Indy Cars’,
Herd cheerfully admitted to the fact that this device was
all but forgotten about until 1968: “Just put it down to
incompetence and short memories… we were fully extended
on other ideas.”

Eventually the chassis was sold to Briton John Ewer, a used
car dealer and keen amateur racer. He fitted a 4.7-litre Ford
V8 mated to a ZF transaxle in what would be the car’s final
configuration. With both Ewer and club racer Syd Fox
behind the wheel, it made several appearances in British
national races, most frequently at Brands Hatch and
Snetterton, before being sold to Robert Ashcroft. He
prepared it for upcoming racer Peter Gethin before it went
on the move again, passing through the hands of talented
racer Tony Dean (who won a minor Formula Libre race in it
at Rufforth) to reach Welshman Dave McCloy in early 1968.

With only one or two exceptions, the car was now firmly
relegated to the club circuit. McCloy crashed it heavily on his
third outing, at Oulton Park in 1968, and it disappeared for a
year to be rebuilt before resurfacing at Llandow and Castle
Combe. An exception to the ‘lower league’ races was the
F5000 International at Koksijde (also known as Coxyde) in
Belgium for the Trophee International de la Mer Nord in
August 1969. McCloy qualified 11th for the first heat, more
than 18s behind poleman Andrea de Adamich’s works
Surtees TS5. He finished eighth, four laps behind the
winning TS5 of Trevor Taylor. He was 10th in the second
heat, but was again unclassified after having completed
just 19 of the 22 laps by the time Taylor crossed the line.
Thereafter a major bearing failure prevented the car making
the following weekend’s meeting, another round of the
European F5000 Championship at Zandvoort; and in
mid-September a gearbox malfunction prevented McCloy
appearing for the Hockenheim round.

The car’s next appearance was back at Brands Hatch two
weeks later, when Peter Gethin qualified on pole with his
‘semi-works’ Church Farm Racing McLaren M10A. This time
the M2A was almost 21 seconds slower, qualifying 13th for
the first heat, in which a broken engine mounting put paid
to it on the 15th of the 20 laps.

Undeterred, McCloy took the car back to Wales intending
to develop it further for the 1970 season. However, fate
intervened; in November chassis M2A-1 was completely
destroyed in a garage fire. The likely culprits were a group
of children throwing fireworks. There was, however, to be
an important further development of the M2A concept,
designated M2B.

1965
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The McLaren M6A was the third major design that Robin
Herd prepared for the team in 1967, and the most
successful. Working with draughtsman Gordon Coppuck,
a colleague from his days at Farnborough, Herd sat
down early to work out the parameters of the company’s
first monocoque Can-Am racer. Using similar chassis
technology to that applied earlier to the M5A, and after
wind tunnel testing with a modified model of the M1B,
the team built three examples of a new sportscar which
clearly hit the spot straight out of the box. The M6A was
a major turning point in McLaren’s fortunes, and was
more than to compensate for the late arrival of the BRM
F1 engine and its lack of real success thus far in the
ultra-lucrative Canadian-American Challenge Cup series.

1967 CAN-AM
McLAREN M6A

P

The M6A was the first McLaren
to be painted in what would
become the team’s trademark
colour, papaya orange or, as it
familiarly became known,
‘McLaren Orange’.

June 19th 1967 and Bruce
takes the M6A for its first run at
Goodwood. The team was able
to put almost 2000 miles of
testing on the car before the
first race of the Can-Am season
at Road America in September.

Lucas fuel injection gave the
6-litre Chevrolet engine around
630bhp, more than enough to
help Bruce and Denny dominate
the 1967 Can-Am season.

CHAPTER 01
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The M6A also enjoyed the distinction of being the first
example of the marque to be painted in the definitive hue
that came to be called ‘McLaren Orange,’ a soft shade of
that colour known as papaya. Teddy Mayer had long been
unhappy with the team’s choice of colour and, having seen
a yellow Lola T70 run by British entrant Jackie Epstein,
opted for a similar colour which, it was felt “would show
up like a beacon on TV.”

Based around a simple stressed-skin hull, the monocoque
was formed via bonded and riveted magnesium and
aluminium-alloy panel box structures welded to a square-
section tube frame. Fuel was carried in three rubber tanks -
one either side of the driver, a third beneath his knees -
these being linked via a series of one-way valves to allow
the fuel to run freely through the system even under heavy
acceleration. The structure was clad in a simple but
distinctive aerodynamic glass-fibre body which featured
a sharply raked nose to enhance downforce.

Power came from a Bartz-modified, Lucas fuel-injected
6-litre Chevrolet V8 which McLaren built itself in Los Angeles
under Gary Knutson’s supervision, mated to a five-speed
Hewland LG gearbox.

The front suspension comprised outboard coil spring/
damper units with lateral links to the top and bottom located
by trailing radius rods, and at the rear upper and lower
wishbones were employed, with twin radius rods. Once
again the car sported McLaren’s own cast magnesium
wheels, 15 inch diameter all round, and 8.5 inch wide at
the front and 13.25 at the rear. Crucially, Bruce had also
negotiated a lucrative tyre deal with Goodyear, so the
Firestones of yesteryear made way for American-built
rubber on the new Group 7 contender.

The M6A was to be Herd’s last car for McLaren before he
left to design a four-wheel-drive F1 car for Cosworth. It was
uncomplicated, apparently straightforward to maintain and
run and met Bruce’s initial brief to the letter. Impressively
it took just 11 weeks to progress from pen-and-paper to
a running prototype, M6A-1 being ready for a test session
at the Goodwood circuit on June 19th, a full two and a half
months before the first race of the season.

With this unusual luxury, Bruce was keen to put 2000 test
miles on the car before the season kicked off in order to
identify and iron out any possible faults. With a 40:60 weight
bias to the rear, the car handled well, and the steep nose
seemed to work; to balance the downforce several attempts
were made to modify the rear end with small aerodynamic
attachments, although none seemed to do much for lap
times apart from a small vestigial spoiler on the tail. In
hindsight, the effort clearly paid off. After the team devoted
so much time to fine-tuning an already impressive machine,
the M6A was one of the finest handling machines of its era,
as well as boasting one of the greatest success rate in the
history of Can-Am racing.

Its first win came on its debut at Road America, Elkhart
Lake, on September 3rd 1967. It also marked the beginning
of the so-called ‘Bruce and Denny Show’. The duo
dominated proceedings completely in the first of five
McLaren victories that year, and they lost only one of the
six races as they crushed their opposition in the J-Wax
Can-Am Championship.

At Elkhart Lake it was Denny’s turn, Bruce qualifying on pole
position but being forced to quit when his engine ran a
bearing. Hulme qualified second but led the race from start
to finish, setting the fastest lap time, and winning by a
resounding 93s. Two weeks later in the Chevron GP at
Bridgehampton he did it again, romping home ahead of the
field despite a mid-race spin. Bruce finished right behind him
to give the team its first 1-2. Significantly, the M6A had also
sliced more than three seconds off Jim Hall’s 1966 record,
thereby signalling the end of Chaparral’s dominance.

On September 23rd the cars were in action again, taking
first and second places on the grid for the Players 200 at
Mosport Park with polesitter Hulme a full 1.6s faster than
Jim Clark had been in the F1 Lotus Ford in the recent
Canadian Grand Prix. Denny was beginning to look
unstoppable after scoring a third consecutive victory. Then
Bruce bounced back in the Monterey GP at Laguna Seca on
October 15th. He took pole as Denny qualified only third due
to ignition and injector trouble. Dan Gurney provided some
All American Racers meat in the M6A sandwich, but the
‘orange elephants’ resumed their habitual places at the front
when the American’s Lola T70 expired. They stayed that way
until the 81st lap, when Hulme’s engine blew. Setting the
fastest lap, breaking the course record, and actually lapping
Hall’s Chaparral 2G, Bruce finished a comfortable first.

1967
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M7A & M7B
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The elegant M7A tends to be mistaken as the first single
seater McLaren that was designed specifically for
Formula 1, doubtless because it was the first to succeed.
It was another product of the fruitful Robin Herd/Gordon
Coppuck pairing.

1968 & 1969 FORMULA 1
McLAREN M7A & M7B

P

Denny Hulme won two Grand
Prix races in 1968 (Italy and
Canada) and finished the
season third in the World
Drivers’ Championship, ahead
of Bruce. For the Constructors’
title, McLaren came an
impressive second behind Lotus
with the all conquering Type 49.

The 1968 Belgian Grand Prix at
Spa-Francorchamps gave Bruce
McLaren his maiden Grand Prix
win as a driver/ constructor.
Here M7A/1 leads Pedro
Rodriguez in his works BRM
P133. After leader Jackie
Stewart’s Matra stopped for fuel
on the penultimate lap they
finished first and second.

The M7A was the first McLaren
to use the Ford Cosworth DFV,
an engine that would go on to
dominate Grand Prix racing for
many years.

CHAPTER 01
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Like the M6A, the new car proved a winner not just first time
out, but on its first two outings. Bruce won the 1968 Daily
Mail Race of Champions at Brands Hatch in March, and the
following month Denny fought back from a problem when
a stone smashed a lens in his goggles, to win the Daily
Express International Trophy race at Silverstone. Both were
non-championship events, but the M7A was to make the
McLaren marque a Grand Prix winner that season, too.

Herd conceived McLaren’s first Ford Cosworth DFV-powered
contender around a simple and strong, three-quarter length
monocoque, following Lotus’s lead in using the V8 as a
structural element. Transmission was provided by a
standard Hewland DG300 five-speed transaxle.

The chassis was of the so-called bathtub type, open to the
top in the fashion of the Lotus 25, and was skinned mainly
in 22-gauge L72 aluminium sheet or, in a few places,
20-gauge magnesium sheet, which was riveted and bonded
to three internal 20-gauge steel bulkheads. 40 gallons of fuel
were distributed between four rubber bag tanks, one each
longitudinally on either side of the tub, another behind the
driver’s seat, and the fourth in the scuttle. Sleek glass-fibre
bodywork completed the attractive package. Other notable
points were the use of Lockheed brakes, at a time when
every other British team opted for Girling.

The suspension was conventional and derived from the
M6A’s, via outboard coil spring/dampers units both ends
and single lateral links and trailing arms at the front and
single lateral top links, reversed lower wishbones and twin
radius rods at the rear.

There was a story behind the suspension, for Herd had left
McLaren to join Cosworth shortly after drawing the M7A’s
chassis. Bruce had schooled him in the rigours of applying
his impressive aerospace knowledge to the practicalities of
motor racing, and felt aggrieved when his design protégé
upped and left. It was left to Coppuck to do the detail
design on the suspension, after Bruce had largely been
responsible for the geometry.

McLaren was now reasonably well funded via commercial
deals with both Goodyear and Shell, and the two non-
championship race successes provided a much-needed
boost following Denny’s fifth place with the M5A in the

opening race in South Africa. Once the Grand Prix season
resumed in Spain and Monaco in May, Graham Hill put Lotus
back on top. But then came Spa and the Belgian Grand Prix
on June 9th, which would prove to be a Red Letter Day for
the marque. After early leaders John Surtees in the Honda
and Chris Amon in a Ferrari had dropped out, Denny was
embroiled in a battle for the lead with Jackie Stewart’s
Tyrrell-Matra-Ford. Then Denny retired after 18 laps with a
driveshaft failure, leaving Bruce fighting the BRMs of Pedro
Rodriguez and Piers Courage, and Jacky Ickx’s Ferrari, for
second place in Stewart’s wake. Gradually Bruce dropped
his three challengers and was convinced he had finished as
the runner-up as he crossed the line. But Stewart had pitted
for fuel on the penultimate lap, leaving Bruce to emulate
Jack Brabham as only the second man ever to win a Grand
Prix in a car bearing his own name. He discovered this from
one of BRM’s mechanics, who said: "You’ve won, didn’t you
know?" Bruce recalled later: "It was about the nicest thing
I’d ever been told."

As Matra and Ferrari, on Dunlop and Firestone tyres
respectively, won subsequent races, and Graham Hill
and his Firestone-shod Lotus set the pace aerodynamically
after full-blown wings had appeared on the Ferraris and
Brabhams at Spa, McLaren lost pace. Its wings were less
effective, mounted in the middle of the car on the sprung
mass rather than, in Lotus style, at the rear on the unsprung
suspension uprights, and Goodyear suffered a dip in
competitiveness. But its new G9 tyre came as a boost by
Monza in September, where Denny scored a great victory
in the Italian GP. He repeated the feat in the next race, at
St Jovite in Canada, albeit after faster runners Amon, Jochen
Rindt and Jo Siffert had all met trouble, and Bruce brought
his M7A home behind him to record McLaren’s first-ever
1-2 in a Grand Prix.

1968 & 1969
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MP4/8
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By the Portuguese Grand Prix Mika Häkkinen had
replaced Andretti. In his first GP for McLaren, Mika
qualified an incredible third, ahead of Senna and
ran in the top 4 until he crashed out on lap 33.

At Donington Michael Andretti had another bad
day. For the third race in a row he was eliminated
after getting involved in an accident with another
car, this time on the first lap. 

1993 FORMULA 1
McLAREN MP4/8
CONTINUED

P

In one of the most sensational
opening laps in history Senna
started the rain-soaked
European GP at Donington Park
fourth on the grid, dropped to
fifth and then passed four cars
to lead at the end of the lap. He
lapped everyone up to second
place and won the race by over
30 seconds.

MODEL

TYPE/FORMULA

YEAR OF PRO    DUCTION

DESIGNER

EXAMPLES BUILT

ENGINE

CUBIC CAPACITY

ELECTRONICS
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BODY
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SPECIFICATION 

CHAPTER 04
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1993 

194

McLaren MP4/8

Formula 1

1993

Neil Oatley

8

Ford Cosworth HBE V8

3494cc

TAG 2.12F ignition/injection 

640bhp

McLaren semi-auto transverse 6-speed

High modulus carbon fibre/honeycomb monocoque

Carbon fibre single piece cockpit/engine cover & nose

Double wishbone, push-rod operating 

longitudinal inboard coil spring/damper

Double wishbone, push-rod operating 

longitudinal inboard coil spring/damper 

Outboard Brembo/KH/Carbone Industrie 

13x11.5/13x13.8in

Goodyear

174in - 4420mm

78.8in - 2000mm

39in - 990mm

114.25in - 2902mm

64/63.25in - 1626/1607mm

1113lb - 505kg

Senna, Andretti, Häkkinen 

Red/White

MP4/8 FORMULA 1
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F1
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On March 31st, 1998, at Germany’s Ehra-Lessien Proving
Ground, the McLaren F1 comprehensively beat the world
speed record for production cars. Sportscar racer Andy
Wallace drove a standard five-year-old factory car known
as ‘XP5’ to an official, independently verified speed of
240.1mph on the 21-kilometre track. However, the story
of the McLaren F1 had actually begun almost a decade
before it went into the record books as the ‘Fastest
Production Car’ in the world.

1993 ROADCAR
McLAREN F1

P

XP5 was the fifth and final
prototype chassis built up by
the development team before it
started work on the first of the
production cars. After a hard life
of testing and promotional tours
all over the world, XP5 now lives
in semi-retirement on the
Boulevard at MTC.

At the heart of the McLaren F1
is the made-to-order, 6.1-litre
48-valve BMW V12 engine. With
an output in excess of 600bhp
it produces one of the highest
specific outputs for a large
capacity naturally aspirated unit
in production sportscar history.

CHAPTER 04
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To trace its origins one must travel back to the 1988
Italian Grand Prix, a race now chiefly remembered as the
only one all season which the McLaren MP4/4s of Ayrton
Senna and Alain Prost failed to win.

Hours later, while waiting for a flight out of Linate,
Ron Dennis and Gordon Murray were discussing the
possibility of the company designing and building a
no-holds-barred McLaren roadcar. At the time it seemed
everyone was racing towards a street legal 200mph:
Jaguar unveiled its XJ220; Yamaha wheeled out its quite
extraordinary tandem-seat OX99-11; Bugatti surfaced
again, this time in Italy, and then there was a legion of
strangely named newcomers, such as the 16-cylinder
Cizeta-Moroder and the MCA Centenaire.

The McLaren, however, was to outdo them all, not
just in terms of its outright speed and highly polished
performance, but also in the numbers produced, the time
spent in production, the design concept, the quality of
the engineering and above all its sheer élan. It was, as
Motor Sport reminded its readers some months before
that record-breaking run at Ehra-Lessien: “A car created
using the best brains and the greatest technological
resources.”

The simple truth, said the magazine, is that compared
to every one of its rivals the McLaren F1, “Is an
immeasurably greater car… great not because of the
undoubted extravagance of its design but because of its
sheer sense.” Even more than this, the editor noted, “It
is not simply the fastest mid-engined supercar ever built,
but the most practical.”

Murray was later to insist that its phenomenal speed was
not the point of the car, “just a consequence of the other
things it does”. Even so, with such a blisteringly high top
end, and with Autocar demonstrating in the F1’s first full
road test that it was quicker to 150mph than an ordinary
sportscar was to 60, it was inevitable that the car would
be noted first and foremost for its performance. After
that came the price, a jaw-dropping £634,500 in the UK.
The gold-lined engine bay and remote diagnostics also
served occasionally to blind observers to the car’s many
other genuinely outstanding qualities.

Its trademark three-abreast seating layout, for example,
was Murray’s idea. Initially, Dennis had favoured an even
more focused single-seater, but the South African had
been thinking about his mid-seat supercar for many
years, even doodling ideas for it as early as 1969. Murray
also admitted to a number of supercar influences such
as the Lamborghini Miura, and show cars such as the
Bertone Caribou, as well as one of his all time favourites,
the Lotus Elan. “I like small cars and light cars,” he told
journalist Mick Walsh a decade after the car’s launch. “I
like everything that Colin Chapman liked. [The Elan] was
incredibly well packaged, and packaging is everything.”

Perhaps, surprisingly, given that work on the F1 didn’t
finally get underway for another two decades, the car
was drawn entirely by hand, with no computer-aided
design whatsoever. Responsibility for the exterior and
interior fell to the highly regarded ex-Lotus stylist Peter
Stevens who worked from the inside out, waiting until
the seating buck was made before starting, “As I didn’t
want to create a style we’d fall in love with that would
dictate the design.”

It was, by any reckoning, a tight-lipped design team, and
in the highly competitive world of supercars, where
secrets are commonplace, details of this new road-going
McLaren remained one of the very best of the best-kept
secrets. For three years or more everyone with an interest
knew something was going on; before getting the call
Stevens recalls seeing a piece in Autosport prompting
him to assume the team was already sewn up, but
absolutely nobody outside the factory knew quite what to
expect. The company would presumably be seeking to
capitalise on its formidable Grand Prix record but hopes
were high that McLaren wouldn’t simply try to cash in on
its stellar name with ‘just another’ supercar.

At the car’s launch party in Monte Carlo in May 1993,
Murray was at pains to underline that it hadn’t done this.
“It’s not just a case of going one step beyond,” he said,
speaking prior to the Grand Prix, “this is an entirely new
starting point for supercars.” It certainly was. Not
because it was very fast, although it had a higher top
speed than the Formula 1 cars, but, rather, because from
stem to stern the 1138kg car showcased numerous new
and exciting technical innovations.

1993
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Everyone knows the reason: when I was just 10 years
old, having won a karting award at the prestigious
black-tie dinner hosted annually by Autosport magazine
in London, I took a deep breath and marched right up
to Ron Dennis on the night itself.

“One day I’m going to drive for McLaren,” I told him –
and within fewer than a dozen years it had happened.

I worked hard, very hard, to get there, but it has all been
worth the effort. I have been extremely fortunate to have
had McLaren and Mercedes-Benz supporting me since
those early days and therefore feel a lot of gratitude:
gratitude to Ron, of course, for the opportunity, belief
and support, but also to Norbert Haug of Mercedes-Benz
and to Martin Whitmarsh at McLaren and to many more
people than I have space to name here. Most of all,
though, I’m grateful to my dad, Anthony, who has
sacrificed so much over so many years to push me
to achieve my ambitions.

In my debut year, 2007, I finished second in the Drivers’
World Championship. My car, the Vodafone McLaren
Mercedes MP4-22, was a fantastic machine, and the
unsung heroes behind me – the mechanics and
engineers and everyone who works at Woking, Stuttgart
and Brixworth – were just that: unsung heroes. As a
team we got very close to taking the ultimate honours,
but just missed out.

For 2008, we went one better, winning the Drivers’ World
Championship in the most dramatic way possible; on
the last corner of the last race! It was a great personal
honour, of course, but I was also proud to have
contributed to the team’s illustrious championship-
winning heritage and to have joined the select list of
McLaren world champions.

I’ve been asked to write about McLaren’s history since
the dawn of the new millennium, and that’s a great
honour when you consider I’ve only been a part of the
team for a relatively short era of the team’s long history.

The decade kicked off with those two McLaren stalwarts,
Mika Hakkinen and David Coulthard, in the cockpits. In
2000 Mika was in contention for what would have been a
historic third straight Drivers’ World Championship – he’d
triumphed for McLaren-Mercedes in both 1998 and 1999
– but in the end he was edged out by Michael
Schumacher and Ferrari.

When Mika retired, he was replaced at McLaren-
Mercedes by Kimi Raikkonen – who would later become
one of my fiercest rivals for World Championship glory.
As a youngster watching Grands Prix in the early
‘Noughties’ on TV at home, I always rooted for Kimi –
and I continued to respect him while we were racing
wheel to wheel. He was a worthy World Champion in
2007, but you shouldn’t forget that he and McLaren-
Mercedes nearly took the honours in 2003 and 2005, too.

And through it all, leading and inspiring our team in equal
measure, has been Ron: the man who has done more
than any other individual to make McLaren what it is
today. It took great courage and vision, after so many
years at the helm, to step aside from Vodafone McLaren
Mercedes in 2009 and embark on the even bigger project
of expanding the McLaren Group’s wide-ranging
business interests. Under the leadership of Martin
Whitmarsh we have continued to fight from the front,
and it was my pleasure in 2010 to be joined by another
World Champion, Jenson Button.

It has been, and remains, a privilege to be a McLaren
driver; and I know that the team that Bruce McLaren
created more than 40 years ago, and which Ron and
Martin have guided and nurtured so brilliantly, will
continue to be a tribute to them for many years to
come. I’ll be aiming to do my bit to contribute for
many more years too.

Lewis Hamilton
2008 FIA Formula 1 World Champion
Vodafone McLaren Mercedes MP4-23
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I feel proud to have become part of the fabric of
McLaren’s long and tremendously successful history.
Although I arrived at Melbourne in March 2007 as a
Grand Prix rookie, in many ways I was already an old
hand. I had known the Vodafone McLaren Mercedes
team, and felt the benefit of its friendliness and
professionalism for so long that I hardly felt like a
new boy at all.
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MP4-21A

SPECIFICATION
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MODEL

TYPE/FORMULA

YEAR OF PRODUCTION

DESIGNER

EXAMPLES BUILT

ENGINE

CUBIC CAPACITY

ELECTRONICS

POWER OUTPUT

TRANSMISSION

CHASSIS

BODY

FRONT SUSPENSION

REAR SUSPENSION

BRAKES F/R

WHEELS DIAMETER x WIDTH F/R

TYRES F/R

LENGTH

WIDTH

HEIGHT

WHEELBASE

TRACK F/R

WEIGHT

PRINCIPAL DRIVERS

IDENTIFYING COLOURS

2006 FORMULA 1
McLAREN MP4-21A
CONTINUED

P

After five seasons and nine
Grand Prix wins for McLaren-
Mercedes Kimi Räikkönen’s last
race for the team was in Brazil
(above) where he finished sixth.
His best result of 2006 was
second in Australia. Early in
the race Kimi follows Montoya
(opposite), who retired with
electrical problems.
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McLaren-Mercedes MP4-21A

Formula 1

2006

McLaren Racing

7

Mercedes-Benz FO 108S V8

2400cc

STAR2 System (TAG-310)

735bhp

McLaren semi-auto sequential longitudinal 7-speed

Moulded carbon fibre/aluminium honeycomb composite

Carbon fibre single piece cockpit/engine cover & nose

Unequal length wishbone, push-rod & bell

crank operating inboard torsion bar/damper

Unequal length wishbone, push-rod & bell

crank operating inboard torsion bar/damper

Outboard carbon fibre discs

13x12/13x13.7in

Michelin

185in - 4706mm

70.6in - 1795mm

43.3in - 1100mm

124.4in - 3160mm

57/55.9in - 1448/1419mm

1322lb - 600kg

Räikkönen, Montoya, de la Rosa

Chrome/Anthracite/Rocket Red
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SPECIFICATION

MODEL

TYPE/FORMULA

YEAR OF PRODUCTION

DESIGNER

EXAMPLES BUILT

ENGINE

CUBIC CAPACITY

INDUCTION

POWER OUTPUT

TRANSMISSION

CHASSIS

BODY

FRONT SUSPENSION

REAR SUSPENSION

BRAKES F/R

WHEELS DIAMETER x WIDTH F/R

TYRES F/R

LENGTH

WIDTH

HEIGHT

WHEELBASE

TRACK F/R

DIN WEIGHT

PRINCIPAL DRIVERS

IDENTIFYING COLOURS

Arguably defining what the ultimate 21st-Century
speedster should be in terms of its performance, looks
and exclusivity, the McLaren Mercedes SLR Stirling Moss
was conceived as a glorious send-off for the hugely
successful SLR model series.

2009 ROADCAR
MERCEDES-BENZ SLR McLAREN STIRLING MOSS

P

In keeping with the puristic
exterior of the vehicle, the
interior is also reduced to the
bare essentials. A mixture of
high-class authentic materials
such as carbon fibre, aluminium
and fine-quality leather set the
style. An aluminium plate carries
the engraved signature of
Stirling Moss and covers the
area around the shift lever.
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MERCEDES-BENZ SLR McLAREN STIRLING MOSS ROADCAR

Mercedes-Benz SLR McLaren Stirling Moss

Roadcar

2009

Mercedes-Benz & McLaren

75

Mercedes-AMG V8

5439cc

Charge-air cooled screw-type compressor

650bhp

Mercedes 5-speed automatic/3 stage manual shift

Carbon fibre monocoque, longitudinal front crash cones

Carbon fibre composite panels

Aluminium double wishbone,

coil spring/gas damper, anti-roll bar

Aluminium double wishbone,

coil spring/gas damper

Outboard carbon fibre/ceramic discs

19x9/19x11.5in

Michelin

183.3in - 4820mm

75.1in - 2194mm

50.4in - 1220mm

106.3in - 2700mm

64.5/61.8in - 1638/1569mm

3858lb - 1551kg

n/a

n/a

Incorporated into its fundamental design philosophy, the car
was also conceived with the intention of reinterpreting the
legendary 1950s Mercedes-Benz 300 SLR road racer for
the present day.

It first appeared at the 2009 Detroit Auto Show to a
rapturous reception. It seems fair to say that few showgoers
walked away from the Cobo Hall unimpressed by what they
had seen. The car divided opinion as only truly radical
expressions of an idea can.

In 1955, the great Stirling Moss drove a 300 SLR to victory
at one of the most evocative endurance road races of all –
Italy’s Mille Miglia. He set the fastest-ever time along the
thousand-mile route, finishing an astonishing half hour clear
of team-mate Juan Manuel Fangio. It was, and remains,
one of the greatest drives in the history of motor racing.

The SLR Stirling Moss pays homage to this feat and the car
in which it was accomplished, blending the permeating
fascination for the golden era of road racing with the
absolute cutting edge of modern design, material usage
and construction techniques.

It was important for both parties in the collaboration to
remain totally true to the 300 SLR’s original specifications,
therefore the car is a true speedster in every sense of
the word.

Only the most loyal SLR customers were offered the
opportunity to be able to own one of the 75 examples built
between June and December 2009. They cost £750,000
($1,050,000) each.

The bodywork is full carbon fibre and is characterised by
an elongated bonnet, an arrow-like profile and an acutely
truncated rear end, making the car look like the kind of
achingly desirable designer’s rendering which could almost
certainly never be successfully translated into three
dimensions.

There are no windows and no roof – instead, the
aggressively-styled speedster body gained a pair of robust
rollover hoops, a cockpit divided in two and doors with high
sills, which swing upwards and outwards. When no-one is
riding in the passenger seat, a panel can be put in place in
order to reduce airflow into the cockpit.

Two tiny wind deflectors are all that separate the car’s
occupants from the elements, and the noise of the enormous
side-exit exhausts enhances the sheer exhilaration that
comes with such unadulterated open-top motoring.

An expansive rear diffuser helps keep the car as glued to
the road as is physically possible. The airbrake, which rises
at 75mph and was retained from the standard SLR, further
helps to ensure the driver remains in control of the car
under deceleration.

To further distinguish it from previous SLR models, the
Stirling Moss features the more powerful version of the
hand-built, supercharged 5.4-litre AMG V8, as found in the
SLR 722S edition, albeit re-engineered in order to shed an
incredible 200kgs.

The result is simply breathtaking – the car will sprint from
0-100km/h (0-62mph) in 3.5 seconds and keep accelerating
until it reaches a top speed of 350km/h (217mph).

Much can be said of the interior too – a pared pack
confection of minimalist, elemental purity, fully equipped and
perfectly specified, but with the focus very much on taking
the aesthetic back to its bare essentials – carbon fibre,
aluminium and the finest leather.

Coming from any other company, such an uncompromising
machine would have been just another showpiece - wheeled
out for a few shows, drooled over by the public, and then
trailored back home to lie undisturbed beneath a dustsheet.
But here was a car which a very select group of enthusiasts
could actually own and drive, and one with the capacity
and capability to put its own parents truly in the shade
by comparison.

Certainly the motoring press at the time had no doubt that
they were looking at something very special indeed. “If you
thought the standard SLR was extreme,” declared one
writer, “then take a look at this!” Admittedly very few of
them got to sit in the car, and fewer still got to drive one,
but all appreciated that as the SLR prepared to bow out,
it was going to do it in the most emotive, flamboyant
style imaginable.

2009
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In a highly unusual and unusually public unveiling,
February 4th saw McLaren’s 2011 contender making its
debut on Berlin’s historic Potsdamer Platz. The car itself
gradually materialised before a huge crowd, assembled
using components brought to the site by Vodafone
competition-winners, fans and customers before the
team’s two world championship-winning drivers put the
final pieces into place, to complete the new MP4-26.

2011 FORMULA 1
McLAREN MP4-26

P

Jenson Button (top) and
Lewis Hamilton both drove
the MP4-26 at the four day
Barcelona pre-season test
session. The team ran through
a number of set-up evaluations,
conducted over shorter runs
and both drivers expressed
themselves pleased with the
new components tried.
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Immediately it was obvious that new car represented a
radical departure from its predecessor, particularly in respect
of its longer wheelbase, high flat nose, and innovative raised
U-shape sidepods. Following the ban on the use of double-
diffusers, the latter were clearly intended to feed as much
clean air as possible to the lower plane of the rear wing and
to the floor of the car, in order to recover lost downforce and
get the rear-end working as well as possible.

At the same time the new car saw the introduction of a novel
active rear-wing drag-reduction system, configured to futher
increase the potential for overtaking, and an all-new electric
KERS hybrid system. Of course in 2009, with engine partner
Mercedes-Benz High Performance Engines, it had been
Vodafone McLaren Mercedes who first posted a grand prix
win using such a hybrid device, so hopes were naturally high
that this new development would further sharpen what was
already looking like a winning package.

A third year in succession of major regulation changes –
particularly with regards aerodynamics – had forced a
number of new challenges on the team and, at the same
time a new tyre supplier in Pirelli underlined the urgent need
to establish the correct balance between car and tyre, and
to explore new ways to get the most out of this new
configuration. Quietly confident in the face of so much
change, Director of Engineering Tim Goss was nevertheless
keen to stress that during forthcoming testing at Jerez and
Barcelona, the team would be concentrating on optimising
the new car’s reliability before chasing performance.
Thereafter, he said, “by the time we get to the first race of
the 2011 season, the focus will change to delivering a
considerable performance upgrade package.”

With its long commitment to strength-in-depth, in both the
technical and development departments, McLaren has
always put much of its success over more than 40 years, to
a richness of ideas and energy coupled with the experience
and confidence of a team that has worked together for such
a long time. And for 2011 the pool of talent looked to be an
exceptionally wide one, with the MP4-26 fruit of more than
23 nationalities of science and engineering professionals.

Typical of their innovative approach with the new car was the
decision to wait until after the first pre-season test to unveil
the MP4-26, and to use an interim MP4-25 chassis to focus
on tyre development and understanding. Such a decision

may have given key rivals an additional three days of
running their own cars, but arguably it also gave the Woking
team a useful competitive edge by allowing both drivers
and designers more time to get to grips with the specific
demands of the new Pirelli tyres.

For rival teams much of the additional time will almost
certainly have been spent on KERS development work,
something of which McLaren already had a very deep
understanding. But whilst their knowledge and experience
of the technology remained second-to-none, numerous
detail changes were required for the new car. For example
the entire system is now a single integrated unit, located
within the survival cell, beneath the fuel-tank and with its
cooling intake below the main roll-hoop intake - whereas
in 2009 KERS componentry was housed in the sidepods.

Clearly getting KERS back into the car had been a
substantial task for the team, as indeed was the need to
package the systems in such a way as to allow more fuel to
be carried. Equally clear is that meeting the new challenges
was only made possible by radically restructuring the way
in which senior personnel worked within their respective
departments, management changes which also made it
possible to liberate what Goss refers to as the “horsepower
within the design department.”

That said, one of the most remarkable things about
McLaren’s Berlin debut is how such a public event was
organised in such a way as to conceal so much of what
was actually going on beneath the skin of the beast. Such
a decision is not hard to defend, it’s a competitive business.
Neither was team principal Martin Whitmarsh remotely
apologetic when he declared at a media conference
following the reveal, “Be warned, you haven't seen it all.
I think there are some really interesting bits on the car that
you can see. But there are some bits we have hidden from
you and our competition.”

He was, he said, “brimming with excitement, I think it's
a fantastic car [and] it never ceases to amaze me that
even though the regulations are much more constrictive,
especially around the diffuser area, it just drives creativity.”
If nothing else the mystery, whilst frustrating to seasoned
industry watchers, was quickly seen to heighten excitement
in the new season, demonstrating what Whitmarsh calls “the
enthusiasm within Vodafone McLaren Mercedes to engage
the general public; to show them that our sport is intense
and exciting, and that we’re very keen to showcase Formula
1 to the wider world.” Such was Job 1 for McLaren – and
a day later it looked like job done. But Job 2 was to be
somewhat more demanding, requiring Hamilton, Button,
and the MP4-26 to give the team what had continued to
elude it since as long ago as 1998.

2011
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MP4-26 FORMULA 1

McLaren-Mercedes MP4-26

Formula 1

2011

McLaren Racing

4

Mercedes-Benz FO 108Y V8

2398cc

FIA Standard ECU (Microsoft MESL)

765bhp

McLaren semi-auto sequential longitudinal 7-speed

Moulded carbon fibre/aluminium honeycomb composite

Carbon fibre multi piece cockpit/engine cover & nose

Unequal length wishbone, push-rod & bell

crank operating inboard torsion bar/damper

Unequal length wishbone, pull-rod & bell

crank operating inboard torsion bar/damper

Outboard carbon fibre discs, Akebono calipers

13x12/13x13.7in

Pirelli

203in - 5160mm

71.2in - 1810mm

37.4in - 950mm

138.2in - 3510mm

58.8/56.6in - 1494/1439mm

1410lb - 640kg

Button, Hamilton

Chrome/Rocket Red
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